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Abstract: Big data applications have changed the landscape of computing. A 
most fundamental question today is how to design a data-centric computer 
architecture for the big data era. The traditional von Neumann architecture is 
computing centric. The known dataflow architecture is also computing centric 
where data flow is arranged to maximize parallel computations. In this study, we 
first reexamine computer architectures from a data-centric point of view. We find 
von Neumann preserves a neutrality between computing and memory. The 
traditional compute-centric focus of von Neumann is due to historical reasons. 
We next reexamine memory systems of von Neumann from a data-centric point 
of view and introduce several metrics and methods to model and optimize 
memory systems. We then extend the memory system analysis to computing and 
to the trade-off between computing and data movement. Finally, we propose the 
data flow under von Neumann computer architecture approach, noted as 
dataflowV. DataflowV determines where and how to conduct computing with the 
consideration of data movement cost. DataflowV is not a new computer 
architecture. It is a data-centric implementation of the von Neumann computer architecture. We model memory 
systems performance using four different types of memory cycles. Through an in-depth, hierarchical analysis of 
these four types of memory cycles and computing cost, we have formulated the trade-off of computing and data 
movement. While dataflowV is a challenge task, any of its “point solutions” can benefit current computing 
systems immediately. We will present the concept, modeling, and design of dataflowV and some of its 
implementation results in this talk. We will also discuss research issues related to dataflowV and memory 
systems in general 
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